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About the programme 
The Active Communities Funding Programme aims to close the gap between those communities which 

experience the worst health in England, Scotland and Wales and the majority of the population. 

 

The programme focuses on people living in the poorest neighbourhoods. We will focus on these 

neighbourhoods because people living within them will, on average: 

 

 die 7 years younger than people living in richer neighbourhoods; 

 spend 17 years more of their shortened lives with disability than people living in richer 

neighbourhoods; 

 have higher rates of mental health problems;  

 have a lower quality of life. 

 

These differences are health inequalities and these health gaps continue to exist and increase across Great 

Britain. 

 

http://www.peopleshealthtrust.org.uk/
mailto:apply@peopleshealthtrust.org.uk
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The Global Commission on the Social Determinants of Health, set up by the World Health Organisation, 
concluded that these health inequalities are avoidable and are caused by the physical, social and economic 
conditions in which people grow, live, work and age. The government has the major role of addressing 
these inequalities, but action by local people and groups can also have a positive impact on closing the 
gaps. The Active Communities Funding Programme gives local groups and organisations the opportunity to 
seek funding for projects which allow them to take action at a local level.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to apply  
There are three clear steps to guide you through this process.  

 Steps One and Two will help you make a quick decision about whether or not your organisation 

and project are eligible for funding through the programme. 

 Step Three will guide you through the application process.  

 

The following terms will help you to understand these guidance notes: 

Organisation The charity, community group or not for profit limited company which is applying 

for funds. 

Project The activity or service you wish us to fund which is managed by your organisation. 

Project Funding  The amount of money you are requesting to help you to run the project. 

Total Project Funding  The total amount of money needed from us and other funders or places to help 

you run the project. 

 

Deciding whether or not to apply 

 

Step One: Check if your organisation is eligible to apply for funding 
To be able to apply for funding your organisation must be able to answer yes to all of the following 

questions: 

Are you a charity, community group, not for profit limited company? You can be incorporated or 

unincorporated. (If you are unincorporated your constitution must prove that you have been running for at 

least six months at the time you apply to us for funding). 

Do you have an income (or projected income if you are an organisation less than 12 months old) of under 

£200,000? We will ask you for evidence of your total income. 

Do you have savings? This means unrestricted*(please refer to Note 1 at the end of this document) 

reserves of less than six months’ running costs at the time you make the application? We will ask for 

evidence. 

Does your organisation have its own bank account with at least two signatories? 
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If you cannot answer yes to each of these questions, we are sorry but you will not be able to apply for 

funding. 

If you can answer yes to the above questions, then you may be able to apply for funding.  Step Two will 

help you to decide whether you can apply.  

 

Step Two: Check if your project is eligible for funding 

To be able to apply for funding, your organisation must be able to answer yes to all of the following 
questions. We use these points to assess your application so it’s critical that you can meet them.  

Is your project funding request between £5,000-£25,000? 

Is your total project funding less than £50,000?  

Are you requesting funding for a project which lasts no more than 18 months? 

Does your project benefit one or more of the poorest neighbourhoods within one of our defined 51 local 

society areas? 

Is your project small and local i.e. for a defined neighbourhood / group of people? 

Is your project offering activities and services that are relevant to and practical for the people living in the 

neighbourhood? 

Is your project supporting local people to use their skills and knowledge to make their communities better 

places in which to grow up, to live, to work and to age? 

Is your project improving social links and ties across the neighbourhood? 

Is your project set up and controlled by local people, local communities, local charities or local not for profit 

companies? 

Is your project going to have clear, lasting and measurable impact? 

Is your project not normally funded from taxes, e.g. the NHS, the Local Authority, within school time etc.? 

 

You can find a full explanation of each of these points on pages 3 - 7. 

If you can answer yes to the above questions, your project is eligible to apply for funding. 

 

Step Three: Apply for Funding  

Read the Detailed Guidance Notes and request an application form. Complete and submit the form. 

If you have answered yes to the questions in Step One and Two, you are eligible to apply for funding. 

Before you apply, it is important that you read the Detailed Programme Guidance notes below. These tell 

you exactly what we are looking for.  

Three points which are worth remembering: 

 We will not accept applications in any other format other than on a People’s Health Trust application 

form. 

 We receive a large number of applications and cannot fund all of them. 

 Those applications which closely match our criteria are the ones which are most likely to be successful. 

 

http://www.peopleshealthtrust.org.uk/index.php/apply-for-funding/local-society-lottery
http://www.peopleshealthtrust.org.uk/index.php/apply-for-funding/local-society-lottery
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Detailed Programme Guidance 
 

About the programme: the Active Communities Funding Programme aims to close the gap between those 

communities who experience the worst health in England, Scotland and Wales and the majority of the 

population. 

 

The programme focuses on people living in the poorest neighbourhoods. We will focus on these 

neighbourhoods because people living within them will, on average: 

 die 7 years younger than people living in richer neighbourhoods; 

 spend 17 years more of their shortened lives with disability than people living in richer 

neighbourhoods; 

 have higher rates of mental health problems; 

 have a lower quality of life. 

 

 

Our aims for this programme 
 

We want to support local people to use their skills and knowledge to make their communities better places 

in which to grow up, to live, to work and to age. 

 

We will do this by supporting projects through which local people can: 

 

 shape activities and/or services in their neighbourhoods and 

 feel that within their neighbourhoods they have closer social links and ties with others and 

 feel that they are making a positive difference to their community or neighbourhood.  

 

We are looking to support projects that encourage community activism – projects designed by local people 

that address issues relevant to them and benefit and improve their local community. We are keen to 

support projects that bring communities together, foster a sense of belonging and encourage local people 

to be involved in and take ownership of activities and services that take place in their neighbourhoods. 
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Organisation Criteria  

 

We will only fund organisations which meet the following criteria: 

 

1. You are a charity, community group or not for profit limited company. 

The organisations we award funds to must be one of the following: 

 

Incorporated organisation: 

 A charity registered in England, Scotland or Wales 

 A company limited by guarantee 

 A Community Interest Company limited by guarantee (not shares) 

 An Industrial and Provident Society 

or 

Unincorporated organisation: 

 You must be a constituted group or voluntary organisation or association with a social / charitable 

purpose and at least three unrelated people aged over 18 on the management committee and have 

been running for at least six months. 

2. Your organisation has a total income (or projected total income if you are an organisation less than 

12 months old) of under £200,000. We will ask you for evidence. 

We will use the total income from your most recent accounts to determine if your annual income is 

under £200,000. You will need to be able to provide accounts that show total income, total 

expenditure, starting and closing balances over a financial year. An organisation will also need to hold a 

bank account in its own name.  

3. Your organisation has unrestricted reserves of less than six months’ annual total income.  

This means unrestricted savings of less than six months’ of your annual total income at the time you 

make the application. As part of the assessment process we will review your total amount of 

unrestricted reserves (see note 1), if this amount exceeds six months’ running costs you will not be 

eligible to apply to the Active Communities Funding Programme.We will use your most recent accounts 

to assess your level of unrestricted reserves. 

4. Your organisation has its own bank account with at least two signatories. 

Your organisation will need to have a bank account that is registered in the name of the applicant 

organisation and requires two unrelated people to authorise payments and make withdrawals, into 

which funding can be paid. 

 

 

Programme Criteria  

 

We will use the following to assess your application for funding: 

 

5. Your project funding request is between £5,000-£25,000. 

Our minimum grant award is £5,000 and our maximum grant award is £25,000. 

6. Your total project funding is less than £50,000. 

The total cost for the entire project i.e. the money you need from us and other funders to run the 

project, cannot exceed £50,000 for the project.  
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7. You are requesting funding for a project which lasts no more than 18 months. 

The Active Communities Funding Programme can only support projects which last up to 18 months and 

must be capable of starting within three months of receiving the funding offer. Please note whilst there 

is no minimum period we prefer to support projects that provide regular and frequent activities over a 

longer period of time in order to achieve a lasting impact. 

8. Your proposed project benefits one or more of the poorest neighbourhoods within one of our 

defined 51 local society areas. 

The common features to the poorest neighbourhoods such as reduced life expectancy by social class 

are described in the programme overview. You must demonstrate that your project will directly work 

within the poorest neighbourhoods by using recognised measures such as the index of multiple 

deprivation for England, Scottish index of multiple deprivation, or Welsh index of multiple deprivation. 

9. Your proposed project is small and local i.e. for a defined neighbourhood / group of people. 

By small and local, we mean that the activities you are proposing must meet the needs of a small group 

of people from a neighbourhood and that this group of people is small enough to be able to influence, 

shape and participate regularly in the project. Examples may include: 

 A small number of people in a limited geographical area such as a few streets in a city or an estate.  

 A small population across a larger area such as a number of villages in a rural area.  

 

Please note that we are more interested in projects which work with fewer people on a regular basis 

over a sustained period and towards a sustainable future than we are with larger numbers of people 

who have very limited or infrequent contact with the project. 

10. The project activities and services are relevant to and practical for the people living in the 

neighbourhood. 

You will need to demonstrate how the activity will meet the needs that you have identified in your 

neighbourhood and how delivery will work on a practical level, i.e. providing us with the details of 

viable project delivery. 

11. Supporting local people to use their skills and knowledge to make their communities better places in 

which to grow up, to live, to work and to age. 

We wish to fund projects which release the skills and knowledge held by local individuals and groups so 

that they have greater control over the direction of activities in their neighbourhood. This may mean: 

 Organisations/groups are led by members of the local community and this is reflected in their 

management committees, Trustees or Board of Directors. 

 Local people have contributed significantly to the development of the project e.g. the idea was 

initiated or tested by them. 

 There are clear opportunities for local people to be involved in project delivery perhaps as a 

volunteer or paid staff or have roles on project steering groups. 

 Local people are involved in the continued shaping of the project and have a significant role in the 

monitoring and evaluation of projects. 

 

Please note that the control which local people have over the project is a critical criterion. 

12. Improving social links and ties across the neighbourhood. 

We are keen to fund projects that bring people together and help them build relationships and 

networks with other local people within the neighbourhood.  Applicants will need to demonstrate how 

their projects offer opportunities to bring people together and form positive and lasting social links and 

ties. 

Please note that this is a critical criterion. 

http://www.peopleshealthtrust.org.uk/index.php/apply-for-funding/local-society-lottery
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13. Has a clear, lasting and measurable impact. 

We only wish to fund activities that make a positive difference to communities over the long term. You 

will need to be able to demonstrate how your activities will impact on participants and neighbourhoods 

beyond the period of grant funding. This may mean that projects continue beyond the funding or it may 

mean that local people remain engaged and active in their neighbourhoods in a different way. We 

prefer to see projects that a small number of people access on a regular basis and on-going activities to 

achieve lasting impact than we are in seeing large numbers of people with limited access. 

You will need to demonstrate how your project outcomes are in line with what we hope this 

programme will achieve by supporting projects through which local people can: 

 shape activities and/or services in their neighbourhoods; 

 feel that within their neighbourhoods they have closer social links and ties with others; 

 feel that they are making a positive difference to their community or neighbourhood.  

Examples of the types of projects we may fund: 
We are likely to award grants to a wide range of organisations working in the poorest neighbourhoods 

delivering diverse activities and services that meet the programme criteria. Noted below are some 

examples of the types of projects we may fund. They are intended to give you a feel for the programme. 

Mediation Volunteers is a project which will train ten local people to become volunteer mediators and to 

work in their local communities to resolve neighbourhood and family disputes. The applicant is a 

constituted organisation (a Tenants and Residents Association). The project will improve local community 

access to mediation services, build stronger communities and develop the skills of local people. It will be 

based in two identified wards that are in the top 10% on the index of multiple deprivation in Manchester 

and Salford within the HealthForm local society area.  The project is driven by local people on three estates 

across the two wards some of whom are elected by local people to sit on the management committee to 

develop, direct and manage the project. The Association works closely with local agencies and charities 

working in these wards. The project aims to benefit up to 100 people directly over 18 months. The project 

will remain in contact with those families and neighbours supported, to ensure the lasting impact of the 

work. It will also try and recruit some of them to become future volunteer mediators or to become 

ambassadors. 

Growing Together is a group of ten local residents, volunteers and experienced growers who will work with 

landowners to develop unused land for sustainable food growing and selling within the local communities. 

The applicant organisation is a community interest company (limited by guarantee). The project will 

support local residents to learn and share food growing skills and develop a long term community resource 

which provides local people with access to fresh fruit and vegetables via local shops and via the growing 

plots themselves. It will work within four wards near Swansea, which are within the top 15% on the Welsh 

index of multiple deprivation and which have high levels of early mortality. It is within HealthExpect local 

society area. The organisation is managed by five local residents and has a steering group made up of 12 

elected people from across estates and the local market. A key part of the project is to encourage regular 

social contact with other local people from the neighbourhood. It is available for all people but will 

particularly welcome and reach out to those who are socially isolated for whatever reason. The project 

aims to directly benefit 50 people by providing a weekly 3 hour session over 12 months. It aims to sell food 

at two local markets and at least two local shops in the area. 

Our Centre is a community centre run by people living in Possil Park area of Glasgow, an area featuring 

within the top 3% of the Scottish index of multiple deprivation. The project falls within HealthShine local 

society area. It will run weekly recreational activities for young people on the estate. Three sessions will be 

run each week, each lasting 2 hours and each benefiting up to 15 young people. It is expected that there 

will be a 20% drop off rate but that generally young people will be involved for the full 12 months. The aim 
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of the project is to provide access to local, affordable out of school activities and provide a safe space for 

young people to meet and connect with other young people. The activities are selected and run by the 

young people with support from specialist staff such as coaches or artists. Young people are given the 

opportunity to gain accreditation in their area of interest. As part of the project young people will also be 

involved in the Possil Party events which celebrate the achievements of people from the local area. The 

project will support young people to take over the group and its management committee over the coming 

12 months. It is currently managed by a constituted group, set up in 2008, with support from two local 

community trusts operating within the wards.  

 

Things we are not able to fund through this programme: 
The Active Communities Funding Programme develops activities which aim to improve the physical, social 

and economic conditions in which people grow, work, live and age. We will not fund projects which: 

 focus solely on changing the behaviour of individuals, for example, projects which focus on helping 

individuals to stop smoking or drinking, reduce their weight and/or change their diet; 

 are condition or disease-focused, for example, focus on addressing the needs of particular groups 

with health conditions rather than the physical, social and economic conditions  which cause the 

conditions to arise; and/or 

 reach a large number of people or are across a large area, where the impact is lessened. 

 

 

Restrictions and Exclusions 
 

 We will not accept applications in any format other than on a People’s Health Trust application 

form. 

 A maximum of one Active Communities Funding Programme application can be submitted per 

organisation per local society area. 

 A maximum of two Active Communities Funding Programme applications can be submitted at one 

time per organisation across all 51 local society areas. 

 If you already receive funding through the Healthy Communities Programme, you may be eligible to 

apply to the programme after submission of satisfactory monitoring in relation to your previous 

award and if your project meets the Active Communities criteria. 

 

Capital 

 

We will only fund capital to the value of £12,500. We will only support capital costs: 

 

 which directly impact on your target group and defined neighbourhood; 

 where the applicant has demonstrated the capacity to manage a capital asset; 

 where the applicant will own, run/manage/maintain the capital asset; 

 where there are revenue costs to support the capital costs (including any maintenance), either 

funded by the Active Communities Funding Programme or by other funders or delivered in other 

ways. 
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Please note that you cannot submit an application form if any of the following exclusions apply to your 

organisation / group or project. We will not consider applications which: 

 promote political opinion; 

 promote religious belief. The Active Communities Funding Programme will consider applications 

from eligible religious organisations delivering services and activities that meet the programme 

criteria. The People’s Health Trust considers faith communities engaged in social welfare and 

community regeneration to be part of the wider community and voluntary sector; 

 are from public or private sector organisations; 

 are from individuals (not groups or organisations) or which benefit an individual; 

 pass on the funding directly to another organisation to deliver the project, for example, where a 

significant proportion of the funding will go directly to another organisation to deliver and manage 

the bulk of the project; 

 request less than £5,000 for a project; 

 request more than £25,000 for a project; 

 have a total project cost (our funding plus that of any other funder) of more than £50,000; 

 are from organisations with total income, from their most recent accounts, that exceeds £200,000. 

 are from organisations that have more than six months’ unrestricted reserves (including those that 

are designated) at the time of application.  

 are from organisations whose financial history shows serious financial deficit(s). 

 are from organisations that are non-compliant with their regulatory body at the time of application, 

for example you have not submitted your annual returns and annual accounts to the OSCR, Charity 

Commission or Companies House on time. 

 request money for: 

o activities or organisations that are outside of England or Scotland or Wales; 

o activities which benefit more than one local society area through a single application; 

o one-off activities. The Active Communities Programme categorises projects which are solely 

or predominantly (in terms of money or outcomes) to be about holidays, treat days, 

singular outings and excursions as one off activity. The Programme will fund a one off 

activity if it is linked to a regular programme of activity. For example, we will fund taster 

sessions as a way of engaging participants over the longer term. We would consider 

funding celebration events and trips if they are part of a regular programme of activity; 

o activities that are normally funded from taxes, e.g. the NHS, the Local Authority, or take 

place within school time for school age children etc; 

o activities which double fund i.e. an activity which another funder is funding, or where a 

statutory funder is already paying for support e.g. day centres where the centre is already 

being paid to support clients; 

o retrospective funding for activities which have already taken place; 

o contingency costs / unspecified expenditure or for unrestricted reserves; 

o fundraising costs; 

o the repayment of loans or interest payments; 

o endowments; 

o projects which cannot be completed within 18 months. 
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Timescales 
 

There will be a six week opportunity to apply for the Active Communities Funding programme. After this 

time, we will undertake an assessment of your application. A decision will take no longer than ten weeks 

from the closing date for applications in your local society area.  

Feedback 

 
Unfortunately, due to the volume of applications submitted to the Active Communities Funding 

Programme, People’s Health Trust cannot give detailed feedback to unsuccessful applicants though we will 

always offer you an explanation to help you to understand why we were unable to fund you. 

 

Other information 
 

The Active Communities Funding Programme operates at a local level across 51 defined local society areas. 

Consequently, the programme may be subject to change.  

 

 

Contacting People’s Health Trust 
 

If you have any questions at any step of the application and assessment process please do not hesitate to 

contact us on apply@peopleshealthtrust.org.uk or 020 7697 4021.  Please refer to our website for deadline 

dates. 

http://www.peopleshealthtrust.org.uk/index.php/apply-for-funding/local-society-lottery
mailto:apply@peopleshealthtrust.org.uk
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Notes 
 

Note 1 – Unrestricted Savings / Unrestricted reserves 

 

Each year income is received and expenditure incurred resulting in a surplus or deficit. Year-on-year, this 

builds up as a reserve, which can be: 

 

 Restricted – money where the funder /donor has specified what it must be spent on; 

 General / Free – uncommitted unrestricted reserves; 

 Designated – unrestricted money the Trustees have set aside for a particular purpose. 

 

Using an organisation’s last published accounts we will measure unrestricted reserves using the following 

formula: 

 

Unrestricted funds + Designated funds minus Value of Fixed Assets*- minus requested project funding 

 

*Value of Fixed Assets refers to the value of buildings, equipment or other capital items that cannot be 

regarded as liquid or cash.  
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